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CHAPTER 3 

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 Distribution Transformer  

Distribution network in Sri Lanka comprises of 11kV and 33kV networks. 

Distribution transformers are used to step down the above voltage to the level of Low 

Voltage (LV) network, which is 400V. Power ratings of distribution transformers 

used by the CEB are 100, 160, 250, 400, 630, 800, 1000 & 2000kVA. Of this series, 

up to 400kVA distribution transformers are mounted on concrete poles and the rating 

of 630kVA and above are mounted on a plinth.  

 

Figure 3.1: Pole mounted distribution transformer 
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Figure 3.2 shows a single line diagram for a typical distribution substation. In the 

CEB, Expulsion fuses and Current Limiting Fuses are used to protect distribution 

transformers by over current. Expulsion fuses are at the primary side and the current 

limiting fuses are used for each outgoing LV feeder from the distribution 

transformer.  Surge Arrestors are mounted on a transformer tank at the primary side 

to protect it from lightning and other surges. 

 

Figure 3.2: Typical arrangement of distribution substation 

3.2 Fuse Protection 

For over hundred years, fuses have formed an important and cost effective part in 

power system protection field. Several types of fuses are used to protect distribution 

transformers all over the world. 

The main transformer protective device of the CEB owned overhead distribution 

transformers is Drop Down Lift Off (DDLO) type expulsion fuse. DDLO fuses are 

the common choice in many countries to protect distribution transformers as it’s a 

simple and cost effective method.  

High Rupturing Capacity (HRC) type current limiting fuses are used for secondary 

side feeders in normal outdoor distribution transformers and MCCBs are used in 

special cases. This research is mainly focused on fuse protection of distribution 

transformers hence, MCCB applications will not be discussed.  

The fuse link may be considered as an electrically weak element in the distribution 

system. This so-called weak element is purposely introduced into the system to 
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prevent any damages to the transformers, lines and other equipments which is used in 

the distribution network. Whenever a fault current passes through a fuse link, it must 

melt in time to open the circuit and prevent damage to the line or equipment.  

The most important thing to take in to consideration when selecting a fuse to protect 

a transformer or line is the Time Current Characteristic (TCC) Curve. Each fuse is 

usually defined by two characteristic curves as shown in figure 3.3.  

 Minimum Melting Curve: The relationship of the magnitude current passing 

through a fuse to the time required for the fuse element to melt is referred to as the 

minimum melting time current characteristic of the fuse.  

 Total Clearing Curve: The relationship of the magnitude of the current passing 

through the fuse to the time required for the fuse element to melt and the arc to be 

extinguished is referred to as the total clearing time current characteristic of the 

fuse link.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Time Current Characteristic Curves 

Minimum 
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Total Clearing Curve 
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3.2.1 DDLO type Expulsion fuse  

The expulsion fuse link consists of a Conductor (Tail), Current Responsive element 

(Fuse) and a Head. The fuse link is used with a medium voltage expulsion fuse 

switch normally called a DDLO switch. Therefore the fuse link must have sufficient 

mechanical strength against shock loading of closing and effectively resist 

deterioration under normal climate condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: DDLO Switch 

The conductor (Tail) is made of tinned stranded copper cable. The diameter of the 

conductor should be sufficient to prevent corona discharge and eventual breakdown 

due to ageing. The current responsive element is made of Silver, Silver Copper Alloy 

or Nickel Chromium Alloy and enclosed with an insulating sleeve having arc 

extinguishing properties.  

Figure 3.5 shows how an expulsion fuse interrupts a high fault current by showing 

the current through and the voltage across the fuse link with respect to time [05]. For 

normal operating conditions, the fuse link act as a part of line, however it reacts 

when there is a fault in the circuit. Due to high fault current the element of the fuse 

heats up until it reaches its melting point and breaks up. Then an arc is initiated due 

to molten ionized particles from the fuse element. The arc burns the remaining 

particles inside the fuse tube and heats up the fiber wall of the tube. The heated fiber 

release de-ionizing gases, which create pressure within the tube that causes 

compression and supersonic flow of the hot gases, which act to cool and stretch the 

arc. The current, which is cyclical in nature, continues to flow in the form of an arc 
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until it reaches zero current. All the current available from the first half cycle of the 

fault current is let through to the system during the expulsion fuse operation, and the 

expulsion fuse cannot extinguish the arc until the current naturally crosses zero. As 

the current wave reaches zero current, the arc is momentarily extinguished. After 

passing through zero, the arc may re-establish itself at lower fault level through the 

same ionized particles due to the voltage established between the severed ends of the 

link. This process continues until the arc no longer re-strikes because the dielectric 

strength is built up faster than the voltage stress. Once the dielectric is built up 

sufficiently, the arc cannot re-strike, resulting in final extinction and removal of the 

fault form the system.  

 

 

Figure 3.5: Current and Voltage Waveforms for an Expulsion Fuse Operation [05] 

 

 

3.2.2 Current Limiting Fuses  

HRC type current limiting fuses with blade contacts (Knife edge type) and of Size 1 

& 2 as per IEC 60269 are used by the CEB to protect low voltage distribution 

systems. Figure 3.6 shows a typical HRC fuse used by the CEB. 
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Figure 3.6: HRC fuses 

The following ampere ratings of HRC fuses recommended by the CEB as per CEB 

standard 052-1:2000 and maximum permissible power dissipation is tabulated in 

table 3.1.  

Table 3.1: Current limiting fuses used by CEB [06] 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

Fuse elements of current limiting fuses are made of silver and it is usually wire or 

ribbon in form and is suspended between two end caps. The suspended element is 

surrounded by fine granular silica sand and housed in a strong fiberglass fuse tube. 

The sand inside the fuse tube plays a very important role in the operation, because it 

introduces a relatively high resistance to the circuit when the element melts. 

Operation characteristic of a current limiting fuse can be described using figure 3.7 

[05].  

 

Fuse Rating (A) 
Maximum Permissible Power 

Dissipation (W) 

100 7.5 

160 16.0 

200 18.0 

250 23.0 

400 34.0 
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Figure 3.7: Current and Voltage Waveforms for a Current Limiting Fuse [05] 

 

When a fault occurs, the fuse’s silver element heats up until it reaches its melting 

point, it vaporizes along its entire length, and blows the molten element into the 

surrounding sand. Arcing occurs while the current continues to flow and the heat 

generated by the arc melts the sand around the arc, forming a glass-like structure 

called a “fulgurite”. The fulgurite compresses the arc, which forces the resistance of 

the fuse to increase dramatically. The increased resistance limits the current let 

through to the system to a value much less than what is available from the fault and 

forces it down to zero quickly, not waiting for the fault current to naturally cross 

zero. Hence the greatest benefit of using current limiting fuses is they limit peak 

current magnitude and available fault energy, as well as reducing fault time duration 

for better equipment protection.  

 

3.3 Distribution Transformer Protection 
 

3.3.1 Factors to be considered when selecting the primary fuse 

There are several important factors to be considered when selecting primary fuses for 

a distribution transformer.  
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 System Voltage 

The maximum design voltage rating of the fuse should equal or exceed the maximum 

phase to phase operating voltage of the system. The voltage rating of a fuse is a 

function of its capability to open a circuit under an over current condition. Mainly the 

voltage rating determines the ability of the fuse to suppress the internal arcing that 

occurs after a fuse link melts and an arc is produced. If a fuse is used with a voltage 

rating lower than the circuit voltage, arc suppression will be impaired and under 

some fault current conditions, the fuse may not clear the over current safely.  

 

 Ampere Rating 

Each and every fuse has a specific ampere rating. Proper selection of an ampere 

rating for a fuse link is very important in several ways. Mainly, to protect the 

transformer against damaging over current and then to accommodate the normal 

transformer loading level, including daily or repetitive peak loads, and emergency 

peak loads. The next important factor is to withstand the magnetizing inrush current 

associated with the energizing of an unloaded transformer, as well as the combine 

magnetizing and load inrush current associated with the re-energizaiton of a loaded 

transformer following a momentary or extended outage. Knowing the ampere rating 

of a fuse link is also important to coordinate with other over current protective 

devices and protect the load side conductors against damaging over current.   

 

 Short Circuit Interrupting Rating 

The symmetric short-circuit interrupting rating of the transformer primary fuse 

should equal or exceed the maximum available fault current at the transformer 

location. In addition, the interrupting rating of the fuse should be chosen with 

sufficient margin to accommodate anticipated increases in the interrupting duty due 

to system growth.  

 

 Transformer Inrush Current 

A fuse should not be operated by the transformer’s magnetizing inrush current, hot 

load inrush current and cold load inrush current. The minimum melting curve of the 
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fuse should be greater than these inrush values to ensure that the fuse will withstand 

transformer energizing current or re-energizing current after an outage.  

 

 Transformer Damage Curve 

Transformer damage curve is composed of time current points that combine both the 

thermal and mechanical withstand capabilities of distribution transformer. Therefore 

the selected fuse should clear the current before the transformer damage curve is 

reached.  

 

 Fusing Ratio 

Fusing ratio is another common factor to be considered when selecting fuses. The 

fusing ratio defines how much current a fuse will carry continuously without melting 

the fuse element [05].  

 
currentloadfullrTransforme

capacitycarryingcurrentFuse
RatioFuse   

There are trade-offs in using a high fusing ratio versus a low fusing ratio.  

When the fusing ratio is high; 

 Transformer failure rate is high. 

 Increased overload allowance for the transformer. 

 Reliability of supply increases. 

 Fuse damages due to transformer energization is low. 

 When the fusing ratio is low, 

 Fewer transformers damage as a result of overloads. 

 Reliability of supply decreases. 

 More fuses damage due to inrush current 

3.3.2 Transformer Inrush current 

 

 Magnatizing Inrush Current 

When an unloaded distribution or power transformer is energized, there occurs a 

short-duration inrush of magnetizing current of which the transformer primary fuse 

must be capable of withstanding without operating (or, in the case of certain types of 
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fuses, without sustaining damage to their fusible elements). A conservative estimate 

of the integrated heating effect on the primary fuse as a result of this inrush current is 

roughly equivalent to a current having a magnitude of; 

 12 times the primary full-load current of the transformer for a duration of 0.1 

second and, 

 25 times the primary full-load current of the transformer for a duration of 

0.01 second.  

 

Figure 3.8: Magnatizing inrush current [07] 

 

An example of the magnetizing-inrush current for a small overhead distribution 

transformer is shown in Figure 3.8 [07]. The inrush that occurs on any particular 

energization will depend, among other things, on the residual magnetism of the 

transformer core as well as the instantaneous voltage when the transformer is 

energized. Since these two parameters are unknown and uncontrollable, the fuse 

must be sized to withstand the maximum inrush that can occur under worst-case 

energization. The minimum- melting curve of the primary fuse should be such that 

the fuse will not operate as a result of this magnetizing-inrush current.  

 

 Hot Load Inrush Current 

The transformer-primary fuse must also be capable of withstanding the inrush current 

that occurs when a transformer that is carrying load experiences a momentary loss of 
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source voltage, followed by re-energization (such as occurs when a source-side 

circuit breaker operates to clear a temporary fault, and then automatically recloses). 

In this case, the inrush current is made up of two components: the magnetizing-

inrush current of the transformer and the inrush current associated with the connected 

loads. The ability of the primary fuse to withstand this combined magnetizing and 

load inrush current is referred to as ‘hot-load pickup’ capability. 

The integrated heating effect on the transformer-primary fuse as a result of the hot-

load pickup current is equivalent to a current having a magnitude of between 12 and 

15 times the primary full-load current of the transformer for a duration of 0.1 second. 

Here again, the minimum-melting curve of the fuse should exceed the magnitude and 

duration of the combined inrush current.  

 

 Cold Load Inrush 

The final type of inrush current to which the transformer-primary fuse will be 

exposed is long-duration overcurrent that occurs due to the loss of load diversity 

following an extended outage (30 minutes or more). This long-duration overcurrent 

is referred to as ‘cold-load pickup.’ The cold-load pickup phenomenon is typically 

associated with utility distribution transformer loading practices, where the 

transformers are often sized for the average peak load rather than the maximum 

expected peak load, thereby exposing the transformers to the overcurrent up to 30 

minutes duration following re-energization. This phenomenon occurs since large 

electrical loads such as air conditioners, refrigerators, and electric heaters are 

thermostatically controlled and the cycle on and off at random relative to one another 

so that only a fraction of a total possible load is connected to the system at a time. 

After an extended loss of power, many more of the thermostatically controlled 

devices will be out of their respective set-point limits. As a result, soon as power is 

restored, the thermostats will demand power for their controlled equipment.  

To avoid a nuisance operation of the transformer-primary fuse, it must be capable of 

withstanding the magnetizing inrush current of the transformer superimposed on the 

transient overcurrent associated with picking up cold, the expected overload current 

associated with the total kVA connected. The time integrated heating effect of the 

cold-load current profile on thermally responsive devices, such as fuses, are usually 
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represented by the following equivalent multiples of transformer nominal rated load 

current: 

 6 times primary full load current for one second; 

 3 times primary full load current for up to 10 seconds; and 

 2 times primary full load current for up to 900 seconds. 

The ability of the transformer primary fuse to withstand the combined magnetizing- 

and load-inrush current associated with an extended outage is referred to as its cold-

load pickup capability.  

 

3.3.3 Inrush points for a 33kV 160kVA transformer 

 

For an example, let’s consider 33kV 160kVA transformer: 

 
kV

kVA
ACurrentLoadFullprimaryTransforme

333

160
)(


  

A80.2  

 Magnetizing Inrush / Hot-load pick up points: 

  -12 times full load current at 0.1s : [33.6, 0.10] 

  -25 times full load current at 0.01s : [70, 0.01] 

 Cold-load pick up points: 

  -6 times full load current at 1s : [16.8, 1.0] 

  -3 times full load current at 10s : [8.4, 10] 

  -2 times full load current at 900s : [5.6, 900] 

 

Using above inrush points, inrush curve for 33kV 160kVA transformer is plotted as 

shown in figure 3.9.   

3.4 Transformer Damage Curve 

The most important application principle to be considered when selecting a primary 

fuse for a three-phase power transformer is that, it must protect the transformer 

against damage from mechanical and thermal stresses resulting from secondary-side 

faults that are not promptly interrupted. A properly selected primary fuse will operate 

to clear such faults before the magnitude and duration of the over current exceed the 
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through fault current duration limits recommended by the transformer manufacturer 

or published in the standards. Curves representing these limits can be found in 

ANSI/IEEE Standard C37.91-1985, “Guide for Protective Relay Applications to 

Power Transformers”, and ANSI/IEEE C57.109-1993, “Guide for  transformer 

Through-Fault Current Duration”. The standards state, “If fault current penetrates the 

limits of the thermal damage curve, insulation may be damaged.  The validity of 

these damage limit curves cannot be demonstrated by test, since the effects are 

progressive over the life time of the transformer.  They are based principally on 

informed engineering judgment and favorable, historical field experience” [08]. 

In ANSI/IEEE C57.109-1993, there are four categories of through fault protection 

curves, depending on the transformer rated power, as it is shown in table 3.2 [08]. 

Table 3.2: Categories of through fault protection curves 

Category 

Three Phase 

Transformer 

(kVA) 

Single Phase 

Transformer 

(kVA) 

I 15 - 500 5 - 500 

II 501 - 5000 501 - 1667 

III 5001 - 30000 1668 - 10000 

IV Above 30000 Above 10000 

 

As per the table 3.2 above, distribution transformers installed by the CEB are 

categorized as Category I and Category II. Damage curve for those two categories 

defined by the IEEE std. C57.109-1993 are shown in Table 3.3 [08].  

Table 3.3: Damage curve for Category I & Category II liquid immersed transformer  

Time (s) 
× Rated Current 

(A p.u.) 

1800 2 

300 3 

60 4.75 

30 6.3 

10 11.3 

2 25 
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The degree of transformer protection provided by the primary fuse should be 

checked for the level of fault current and type of fault (i.e., three-phase, phase-to-

phase, or phase-to-ground) producing the most demanding conditions possible for 

each particular application, viz., those for which the ratio of the primary-side line 

current to the transformer winding current is the lowest. For these situations, one or 

more of the primary fuses will “see” a proportionately lower level of current than the 

windings and, as a consequence, the primary fuses must be carefully selected to 

operate fast enough to avoid damage to the transformer windings. Table 3.4 lists the 

ratio of per-unit primary-side line current to per-unit transformer winding current for 

four common transformer connections under a variety of secondary-fault conditions.  

 

Table 3.4: Relationship between Per-Unit Primary Side Line Current and Per-Unit 

Transformer Winding Current [07] 

Transformer Connection Ratio of per-unit primary side line current to per-

unit transformer winding current 

Primary  

side 

Secondary 

side 

Three Phase 

Fault 

Phase to 

Phase Fault 

Phase to 

Ground Fault 

Delta Wye-G 1.0 2 √3⁄  1 √3⁄  

Wye-G Delta 1.0 √3 - 

Delta Wye 1.0 √3 1 √3⁄  

Delta Delta 1.0 1.0 - 

 

From Table 3.4, it is clear that a phase to- phase secondary fault on a delta/delta 

connected transformer and a phase-to ground secondary fault on a delta/grounded-

wye connected transformer produce the most demanding conditions possible for 

those particular transformer connections, since the per-unit primary-side line current 

is less than the per-unit transformer winding current. Accordingly, to ensure proper 

transformer protection for these two situations, it is necessary to “shift” the 

appropriate through - fault protection curve to the left (i.e., in terms of current) by the 

ratio of the per-unit primary side line current to the per-unit transformer winding 

current listed in Table 3.4. The shifted through-fault protection curve will then be in 
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terms of the primary side line current and, as such, will be directly comparable with 

the total-clearing curve of the primary fuse. Damage curve for a 33kV 160kVA 

transformer is shown in figure 3.6 [08][09]. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Damage and Inrush Curves for 33kV 160kVA transformer 

 

Inrush Curve 

Damage Curve 


